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About PAM

Helping the world find its way

Smart city district owners use PAM to guide over 60 million 
visitors to enjoy the busiest and most difficult precincts 
around the world.

Our clients use our advanced, agile and adaptive navigation 
system so their customers can better understand their 
environment, and their environment can better understand 
their customers.
 
Stadiums, universities, airports, hospitals, resorts, 
smart cities... every day we turn huge spaces into 
familiar places where people love to spend their 
time and money.

The world-leader in connected environments
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PAM & Hollywood Park
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Hollywood Park 
SoFi Stadium: LA Rams & LA Chargers
NFL Media, Los Angeles.

PAM playbooks control a 
sequence of pre-planned 
navigation scenes to manage 
vehicular and crowd traffic 
flows efficiently and safely.

PAM Scenes control all digital 
customer touch points to 
navigate people while they 
enjoy an event.

Smarter Navigation

++



VIP Sponsor Branding
164 vehicular and pedestrian directional signs include sponsor messaging.



Gameday!
Take every experience to the edge! Show fans where to find experiences and merchandise.



Targeted marketing Target messages to fans exiting a venue to let them know 
about upcoming performances.

They can then find upcoming events on a kiosk or the HP App 
and book the tickets  immediately.



360 Live 



Find amenities and 
game-day experiences

Use the best route
 with real-time updates

Connect with 
sponsor brands

Access everything 
on a smartphone

eXplorer maps connect big and small experiences



360 Live 



Scan code

Connect visitors with events, 
experiences & brands in real-time



PAM eXplorer maps

Find amenities and 
game-day experiences

Find the fastest route
 with real-time maps

Connect visitors 
with sponsor brands

Take any information 
on your own phone

Share the right 
information at the 

right time to the 
right audience.



GPS Wi-Fi Beacons

Putting people & places in-sync
Unlock the power of location services in your venue 
and use that data to make journeys safer, efficient 
and enjoyable.
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One integrated cloud-based CX platform, PAM simplifies 
connectivity. We turn friction to flow, obstacles to opportunities, 
and visitors into fans.
 
When a customer can easily find their seat, or the perfect parking 
spot, the right meeting room, the restroom when they need it, 
or their favourite meal, your value instantly increases.
 
PAM makes every precinct more profitable, productive and 
pleasurable, because we take people exactly to where 
they want to be.

Connect people to what they love

Remove barriers and bring 
people closer to your world



Connected CX



PAMOS Platform



Navigate the future

pam.co


